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Abstract—Build up well-defined and optimized service process is the key to deliver good service quality and service satisfaction. An effective method of dependency analysis in the service delivery process is the core to construct an optimized process. However, with increasingly complicated services, there is the large amount of the tasks elements with extreme complex dependency in the service process. Under this situation, set up correct relationship among tasks becomes time consuming and error prone. In this paper, we propose a model-based dependency analysis to automatically build up the dependency relationship among tasks in the service delivery process. It addresses the problem in analyzing dependency firstly and our approach is given. Based on the dependency analysis, we also propose several advanced analysis features on the process to guide user to optimize the process via reducing the process cost. Also a tool adopting our approach has been implemented and introduced. Based on the tool, a case study about the test service delivery process is illustrated to show the results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Increasingly, with the severe competition for customers, the service quality and the service satisfaction has been paid more and more attentions[1]. One effective way to improve the customer satisfaction is that provide good service quality. If a service is delivered following a well-defined and optimized process, it must be helpful to improve the service quality and service satisfaction for the customer. Now the key issue is that how to build up the service delivery process in a process management system.

Process management [2] is an important concept on many domains not only in software development but also in the service delivery. A well-defined and optimized process can help customer to reduce the cost and enhance the productivity. And eventually, it can definitely improve the quality of the product as well as accelerating deliver to the market. Generally, the basic element in the process is the task which performs the detail activity step by step defined by the process. A core problem in how to construct the tasks and build up to a well-defined process is to analyze the dependency relationship. In a common simple process, most relationships are straightforward and can be set up manually. Even in a little more complex process it also can be accepted by leveraging the knowledge from domain expert. But with increasingly complex service process and dramatically increased of the number of task scale, the relationship in the process becomes more complicated. The manual way to configure the task dependency relationship becomes unacceptable with time consuming and error prone. The existing methods to capture the dependency are focusing on using fault injection which is usually used in a distributed system [3][4]. These methods can discovery the dependency and aid in problem diagnosis among the different component in distributed application environment. It can solve the problem in distribute system environment but can’t suite for the service delivery process management. Another existing approach is scenario-driven to trace dependency analysis proposed in [5]. It only focuses on software development process which based on the software model and software engineering. Also it hardly suit for a more general service delivery process.

In this paper, we propose an approach to automatically analyze the dependency relationship in the service delivery process which is based on process model. First of all, we would propose a process model to describe the process and related element within the process. After the model definition the approach overview and algorithms will be given to automatically build up the dependency relationship in the process. And based on the dependency relationship, some advanced analysis features on the process would be proposed to help and guide user to optimize and manage the process.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we will introduce the process model we adopted and the formal description of the dependency relationship. And in section 3 the approach detail to automatically build up the dependency relationship will be given as well as related algorithms will be illustrated. In the section 4 we will briefly depict the architecture and implementation of the tool based on the approach we proposed. And a case study about the testing service process will be illustrated in the section 5. And the related works and conclusion will be summarized in the section 6 and 7 correspondingly.

II. APPROACH OVERVIEW

A. Process Model

Currently, there are many kinds of process model in the process modeling domain [6][7][8]. In this paper, we would like to propose a general process model to present the service delivery process as shown in the figure 1. To simplicity, the elements we would like to involve into this simplified model
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include process, task, input and deliverable. Other elements which are irrelevant to the dependency analysis have been ignored in this simplified model.

1) Process

Process is the root model to present whole process. It includes some common attributes such as process name, owner and description. In addition to these basic attributes, the process model should know which tasks are under it. So a children task list attribute is added to process to present the total tasks in this process.

2) Task

Task is the basic element in this process model to present the basic operation unit. It defines the works which has been assigned to a particular team member and the beginning and end date of this task. In addition to these basic attributes, we also define the two types of link in task to present the input and output relationship which correspondingly link to the input and deliverable artifact.

The type of input link presents to the input artifacts which are required by the task. The inputs should be ready before the task can be started.

The type of deliverable link presents to the output artifacts which are delivered by the task. These deliverables delivered by this task at same time are the inputs to the downriver tasks.

3) Input

Input is a type of artifact which presents the required artifacts by the task. Generally, there are initial inputs from the external system to the process to begin this process. And other internal inputs into tasks are also the deliverables by the previous tasks. The key attributes in input model are tag and attachment. The attachment is the real document or any material of the artifact. For example, the input into the task “Write testing design document” maybe an empty testing design template document. After processing by the task, it should deliver a completed testing design document as its deliverable.

To help to build the task dependency based on the inputs and deliverables, we introduce “tag” mechanism. The functionality of the “tag” will be illustrated in following section.

4) Deliverable

Deliverable is a type of artifact which presents the output by the working task to other task. The attributes set in deliverable are same as input as described above.

B. Dependency Formal Definition

In our tooling platform, the process is abstracted as a model tree such as work breakdown structure (WBS). But from the abstract perspective, the process is consists of tasks and is constructed as directed graph.

Definition 1: Given that \( t \) represents one task in the process, the tasks and their dependencies relationship are depicted as a directed graph while each task is represented as vertex and the intra-task dependency as the directed edge. The directed graph Process Graph \((PG)\) is defined as:

\[
PG = (V, E), \text{ where } V = \{t | t \in \text{all tasks}\},
\]

\[
E = \{<u,t_v> | t_u,t_v \in V \land t_v \text{ depends on } t_u\}
\]

\(PG\) is basic abstract process diagram without weight information. We would define more completed process diagram with weight information on the edge future.

Definition 2: Given that \( PG \) and \( t_u \) and \( t_v \) represents two tasks which have dependency relationship in \(PG\), and \( w_{uv} \) represents the weight of the edge from \( t_u \) to \( t_v \) which the weight value is equal as the estimate of the \( t_v \). The weighted directed graph Weighted Process Graph \((WPG)\) is defined as:

\[
WPG = (V, E_w), \text{ where } V = \{t | t \in \text{all tasks}\},
\]

\[
E_w = \{<t_u,t_v, w> | t_u,t_v \in V \land t_v \text{ depends on } t_u \land w \text{ is the estimate value of } t_v\}
\]

\(WPG\) is \(PG\) with weights information on the edges. It will be used for analyzing some advanced features on the process.

Definition 3: A task dependency path \((TDP)\) is defined as:

\[
\forall t_u,t_v \in V, \text{ if } \exists t_1,t_2, ..., t_n \in V, \text{ then}
\]

\[
TDP = (t_u,t_1,t_2, ..., t_n,t_v), \text{ where } <t_u,t_1> \in E \land <t_1,t_2> \in E \land ... \land <t_n,t_v> \in E
\]

\(TDP\) represents a task link chain in \(PG\) which can be either with weight or without weight information.

Definition 4: Convert \( PG \) to an undirected process graph \((UPG)\). A connected component of \( UPG \) is a sub-graph in which any two vertices are connected to each other by paths. This connected component is defined as a Connected Sub-Graph \((CSG)\). All \( CSG \) of the \( PG \) should satisfy:

\[
PG = CSG_1 \cup CSG_2 \cup ... \cup CSG_n
\]

Definition 5: A Critical Task Path \((CTP)\) in \(WPG\) is defined as:

\[
CTP = TDP, \text{ where } TDP, \text{ has}
\]

\[
\max\left( \sum_{t_i,t_j \in E_{\text{path}}} w_{ij} \right)
\]
III. DEPENDENCY ANALYSIS

A. Build Dependency Relationship in Process

Before the dependency relationship has been built up, the process graph only include tasks nodes and related inputs and deliverables but not link among the tasks. We propose a method which leverages the inputs and deliverables artifacts to analyze the task dependency in the process.

The meaning of task dependency is that the downstream task needs some deliverables from its previous task as its input. So these two tasks should be built a link to denote the dependency link in the PG. In the process, there are lots of artifacts as inputs and deliverables and related with various tasks. So how to identify which input and deliverable should be built a link is a key issue.

For example, in the testing service process there are two tasks: 1) review and confirm test strategy and 2) determine build strategy. The owner of the task 1 should review and approve the test strategy document if this document is meeting requirements. After the task 1, the task 2 should take the approved test strategy document as input and write the master test plan document via referring approved test strategy document. This relationship is shown in figure 2.

![Fig. 2. Sample Tasks with Inputs and Deliverables](image)

In this case, we should identify two test strategy artifacts: one is deliverable of the task 1 and other is input of the task 2. These two artifacts contribute a logic relationship between these two tasks – dependency. But there are probably many artifacts to present various status of the “test strategy” in the whole process either as inputs or deliverables. We need to know which one is correct artifact to set up the dependency link.

To identify correct pair of the artifacts, we would introduce the “tag” mechanism within inputs and deliverables. The “tag” is an additional attribute of the input and deliverable. It represents the status and stage of the artifact. Every input and deliverable should be attached a “tag” in addition to artifact name. We leverage the combination of the tag and the artifact name to identify correct pair of the input and deliverable.

Back to our above sample, the process would be changed as figure 3.

![Fig. 3. Sample Tasks with Tagged Inputs and Deliverables](image)

According to combination of the artifact name and the tag, we can setup a link between these two tasks and build up the dependency in PG. Related algorithms will be illustrated in next section.

B. Related Algorithms

1) Dependency Analysis

Based on the definition above, an algorithm to analyze the tasks dependency in the process can be obtained. The pseudo-code of the algorithm is listed as follows.

```
Input: V, all inputs and deliverables artifacts
Output: E
Algorithm: Dependency_Analysis
List inputSet = new List();
List outputSet = new List();
For each vertex t in V {
    For each t.input in t{
        Put (t.input, t.id) into inputSet;
    }
    For each t.deliverable in t{
        Put (t.deliverable, t.id) into outputSet;
    }
}
For each inputRecord in inputSet {
    For each outputRecord in outputSet {
        If(inputRecord.first.name == outputRecord.first.name && inputRecord.first.tag == outputRecord.first.tag) {
            Task tu = inputRecord.second;
            Task tv = outputRecord.second;
            Put <tu, tv> to E;
        }
    }
}
Return E;
```

This algorithm takes a complex data structure to store input or deliverable artifact and its related task. Every node in this list is constructed one structure of the artifact and its task. After find a correct pair of input and deliverable, the algorithm construct a link using two tasks related with input and deliverable and put this link to the edge set E.

2) Build up WPG

Leveraging the edge set E we can build up the WPG which is the abstract process graph with weight information on the edge.

```
Input: PK = (V, E)
Output: adjMatrix(WPG)
Algorithm: Buildup_WPG
Int[][] adjMatrix = new int[][];
Initialize adjMatrix;
For each edge <tu, tv> in E {
    Int w = tu.weight;
    adjMatrix[u][v] = w;
}
Return adjMatrix;
```

In this algorithm the adjacency matrix is used to present the process graph. Every element on the position (u, v) in the adjacency matrix represents the weight of the link from tu to tv. The value of the weight shows that the estimate effort to finish the task tu. If there is no edge between tu and tv, the
element in the adjacency matrix is 0.

3) Critical Tasks Path (CTP) Analysis

Based on the WPG and definition above, several value-added analysis features can be performed. CTP analysis is a valuable feature on the business process management to tell user what is total estimate effort and which tasks are critical nodes. It can guide user to optimize critical tasks to reduce total effort of the whole process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: WPG = (V, E_w)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output: CTP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Algorithm:** Critical_Task_Path_Analysis

```plaintext
List CSGSet = new List();
List CTPSet = new List();
CSGSet = Compute_All_CSG (WPG);
For each CSGi in CSGSet{
    CTPi = Compute_CTP(CSGi);
    Put CTPi into CTPSet;
}
Int maxEffort = 0;
For each CTPi in CTPSet {
    If(CTPi.totalEffort > maxEffort)
        targetCTP = CTPi;
}
Return targetCTP;
```

Compute_All_CSG (WPG)

```plaintext
For each task in V {
    Vi = all reachable vertices start from task
    Ei = {< tu, tv > | tu, tv ∈ V ∧ < tu, tv > ∈ E}
    Put CSGi=(Vi, Ei) into CSGSet;
}
Return CSGSet;
```

Compute_CTP(CSGi)

```plaintext
List CTP = new List();
For each t in V_CSG {
    st = compute earliest start time for t;
    lt = compute latest start time for t;
    if(st == lt)
        put t into CTP;
}
Return CTP;
```

Normally, the process only has one connected component. But this algorithm assumes a more general case in a process diagram: it may be partly disconnected. So the algorithm tries to find all connected components firstly and compute CTP for every CSG. Then it is according to compare the total estimate effort for every CSG to find the CTP which has max total estimate for the whole process. And the task nodes on this CTP are critical tasks for the process.

IV. PROCESS MANAGEMENT TOOL

A. Architecture

A process management tool has been developed based on the Eclipse platform. Leveraging this tool the user can input and build up the process, analyze the dependency within the process, optimize the task distribution and calibrate the task workload.

The architecture of the process analysis component is depicted as the figure 4 below.

The user should provide all tasks and inputs and deliverables information into the system via input UI. The process dependency graph will be automatically built up after tasks dependency analysis. Based on the process graph and estimate information, the critical tasks path can be calculated and reported in a graphic UI. It can guide user to calibrate and optimize the process to improve the efficiency and save more efforts.

B. Tool Implementation

In detail on the implementation of the tool, we build a group of plug-ins based on the Eclipse platform. The process model has been defined using EMF and a process work breakdown structure editor is provided for inputting tasks information and creating input and deliverable artifacts.

In addition to input process UI, the tool also contributes a menu action UI to trigger analysis component and a report UI to show the analysis results. Based on the report UI, user can check critical tasks path and calibrate the estimate for every task according to the analysis results then recalculate.

Both UI and analysis component are implemented using Java JDK 1.5. SWT and BRIT are used for implementing report UI. Some screenshots of the tool will be shown in case study section as follows.
V. CASE STUDY

A. Case Scenario

We would like to use the software testing service process as an example to illustrate how the tool works on analysis for the process. The software testing service process include many tasks which cover every testing phases such as test planning, test design and test execution. The test artifacts such as test strategy document, test design document, etc., have been as inputs and deliverables and flow in the process.

The left-top section is the process management explorer. The user can create new process and trigger the analysis action on specific process. Also the process analysis tool provides an editor to create tasks with inputs and deliverables. After creating these tasks elements, the tool construct the process as a work breakdown structure in the process editing area as shown in figure 5 below.

After tasks information preparation, we can start the dependency analysis to build up the relationship in the process and execute more advanced analysis features on the process. The result graph of the dependency analysis is shown in figure 6.

B. Advanced Analysis Features

Based on the process graph analysis, the tool also provides the functionality to analyze critical task and the critical paths. The analysis result will be shown in report UI component as follows figure 7 and figure 8.

This analysis report shows that the critical tasks list and the ratio of the critical tasks in total tasks. In the task list, user can calibrate the estimate for every task and the updated result can be recalculated and displayed automatically. Following the critical task list view, a report pie chart presents how many critical tasks in the total.

VI. RELATED WORKS

There are several research approaches on process construction which our works is related. The famous process frameworks to guide construct process are RUP and OMG. These process frameworks provide a group of methodology and guidance to model the process in a conceptual level.
Other more detail level approach to construct the process is a scenario-driven way proposed in [11]. And an industry process construction approach is introduced by Rachel Cooper in [12]. These methodology and approaches either provide guidance on modeling process or detail method to construct the process.

With respect to the dependency analysis, a main research direction is focusing on the fault injection. This approach captures the dependency in distributed system via injecting fault into the related components. The advantage of this method is that it has ability to dynamically discovery dependency. But in service delivery process, there is no evidence dependency among tasks like as application components in distributed system. We should trace the artifacts flowing in the process to build up the dependency. So fault injection method hardly applies into dependency analysis in the service delivery process.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, a model-based dependency analysis approach for service delivery process has been proposed. This method can automatically build up the dependency relationship among tasks and help to improve the efficiency and quality of the service delivery process. Based on the dependency analysis, some advanced analysis features on the process also been proposed to guide user more clearly understand which tasks are critical in the process and how to reduce time cost for whole process.

Several extension directions can be planned in future works. First of all is about the model extension. In this paper we just propose a simplified process model to present the process. Actually, in a service delivery process should include more complex level model to present the real business requirements. For example, we should consider separating process into several phases instead of directly to tasks. Because most service delivery processes include more than one stage which includes a group of tasks. Divide process to multiple levels model is more close to real process. The related issues are how to group the task to the phase and how to build up the dependency among phases according to the tasks dependency.

Another is that how to optimize the algorithm to build up the dependency more effectively. Especially if we extend the model of the process to multiple levels, we should consider improving the algorithm to enable it to adapt more complex process model.
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